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ments then prevailing, which maintained spies at
Newcastle to watch-his movements, while he exposed himself to persecution at home by enlisting
volunteers to serve under Garibaldi. •
That Mr. Cowen's devotion to liberty is genuine is proved by his own course in Parliament.
Upon a number of occasions he has opposed the
• Liberal party because he believed that their policy was not in harmony with Liberal principles.
• He condemned the interference in Egypt and has
consistently opposed the, coercion of Ireland. He
has long called for home rule for that country,
and we judge from his speeches that he foresaw
the events which are now taking place, and declared that they were inevitable. In this respect
at least he may probably claim to' have been in
advance of his country and of his party.. This
may yet prove true of his advocacy of female
suffrage. The enlightened character of his Liberalism appears clearly, again, in his protests
against the centralization of government, against
the cWture^^ in Parliament, against the dicta^
tion of party, and especially against the introduction of the " caucus system " into English politics. Mr. Cowen is a representative Englishman,
^ and especially a representative of that fine type
of English Liberalism that is now unfortunately
a little old-fashioned. The present Life is a mere
sketch; we could spare some of the speeches if
we could be told more of the details of Mr. Cowen's relations with the agitators of Europe.
When the time comes we judge that a biography
of genuine historical value might be written; but
we trust that that time may be long postponed,
and so, we doubt not, do the citizens of Newcastle.
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hard to suppose that their owner quite believei
in them.
.
,
It is there, for instance, that we find the
".Study " of RoU, the nude sunshiny girl leading
a young black bull down toward her bathingplace. This painting was certainly recognized by ^
artists as the most marvellous piece of technie in
the last Salon; the flash and glare of noon-light
on naked fiesh, relieved with fiushed shadows
, scarcely less luminous, was acknowledged to be
masterly. The want of sympathy, though, with
fi6.sh as flesh, as a live tissue fed by circulation,
was at the same time pointed out; " It is a glorious trick," said a competent artist, " but I feel
as if the painter believed he was painting something dead—^Uke sunshine on a patch of dried
grass." In this room, too, is the "Marceau" of
Laurens, a picture not at all in harmony with the
school, a grand piece of sculptural repose in the
midst of things whose business it is to flicker and
flutter. Near it is the impressive Maiiet, " Faure
as Hamlet," where the actor's neck, iUuminedby
the footlights, is frankly made the high-light
of the picture, rather than the face. Manet's '
"Still Life" (23), again, is one of the naturesmortes in which he was confessedly incomparable, and is one of his best and most
easily understood: it contains a specimen of his
capitally scaly fish, and a cut lemon, surely the.
most cruelly sour lemon ever painted. The same
artist's "Rochefort" shows mysteriously, as did
the " Zola," how a likeness can be hit without the
possession of a single vestige of drawing. The in7
dividual is there, yet not one of the forms is right.
The young " Fifer of the Quai-d," another Manet,
though more unconventional in treatment, a mere M
flash of red breeches in the air, awakens interest
in the Philistine because it is gallant and youthful.
In this room, too, is the most reasonable of the studies of Degas, the artist who
wholly forsakes civilization to hve in the otherworldliness of the theatre; it is the ballet
in "Robert," with a foreground of correct spec.
tators relieved against the white orgy of the
'
wicked nuns. Again, in this saloon we perceive the
• Dumaresqs and John Lewis Browns which are
the commonplaces of the picture market; and
here is the large Lerolle, " The Organ"—a fair
singer alone-in the giddy space of the upper
gallery, which somehow hangs visibly in the air
in the emptiness and starliness of its proper elevation above a (supposed) crowded floor; and
which is a canvas sufficiently evident and explicable to the world of plaiia folk; and alongside is
the " Grand Toulon Road " of Montenard," whose
white expanse,done in palette-knife work,successfuUy blinds'the mere gallery-haunter's eye, and
whose admirable painting may recall to American spectators the sunny beauty of Mr. Picknell's
" Route de Concameau."
These popular attractions, concentrated in the
room first entered, are not the revolutionary explosions on which M. Durand-Ruel has staked his
faith. It is up stairs that the courageous visitor _
wiU-find, in unprecedented profusion, the magnificent insanities of which, in their general manifestation, 6<5r6me said latterly : " Ah, mon ami,
nous nageons & plein dans la cochonnerie !"
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